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Figure 1A and 1.8. Impact tester used for synthetic turf testing (A) and fOI natural turf and soil testing (8).

,

collision between a player and the playing surface

is inevitable in almost every sport. If the field's£. ability to absorb shock energy is low, then the play-
er's body has to absorb more. That's why we test

... fields for surface hardness.
Hardness measurements help you to identify any foreseeable risk

that might affect your players, and lets you determine if you need to
take action to reduce those risks. Actions for synthetic turf surfaces are
still being defined, but synthetic turf managers are using management
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practices ranging from the brushing and grooming of these surfaces
to the partial or complete replacement of these fields,

Natural field hardness is reduced through maintaining a healthy
turf stand and thatch layer, adequate soil moisture, and aggressive
core cultivation programs. Eventually either type of playing surface will
need to be replaced.

Testing also allows you to track changes in hardness over time and,
for synthetic turf systems, to insure that the field is functioning as
promised in the manufacturer's warranty. Manufacturers are providing
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IF THE PLAYING SURFACE IS VERY COMPRESSIBLE THEN
THE PLAYER MAY ACTUALLY STRIKE THE BASE (CRUSHED

STONE, ASPHALT OR CONCRETE) DURING THE IMPACT.

Gymnastics mat 30 to 60

Infill synthetic system with 100% rubber
and shock pad

80 to 100

Infill synthetic system with 100% rubber
and no shock pad

90 to .125

Uncompacted, pristine natural turf athletic field

Traditional carpeted synthetic field with
pad on asphalt

Infill synthetic system with 75 %:
25 % rubber: sand

Infill synthetic system with 50 %:
50 % rubber: sand

.100 to BO

100 10 150

105 to 145

120 to 160

Infill synthetic system with 25 %:
75 % rubber: sand

160 to 185

I"fill synthetic system with 100 % sand

Carpeting and padding over wood

160 to 185

200 to 300

Football helmet may fail impact energy
management

Highdensity rubber floor mat on concretefloor 300 to 400

>300

Compacted or frozen natuc'c.c' ct"="=- +_4COCOCt=OC5=O=O=---l
Concrete floor > 1000
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limited warranties on field hardness for as long as 8 years. It is
important to test a field shortly after completion, preferably within 30
days, to get baseline hardness values, then perform annual or bi-
annual testing to monitor changes.

Annual field hardness testing and documentation is also crucial in
the event of a player injury. All parties involved in the construction
and maintenance of the field could be held liable for the injury. Being
able to provide written documentation of your hardness monitoring
and maintenance programs will show your efforts in reducing any
foreseeable risk to the players. This is especially important now that
standard procedures have been adopted for monitoring the hardness
of synthetic and natural turf playing fields. A maximum hardness
threshold value has been adopted for synthetic fields.

What affects hardness?
The hardness of the playing surtace is dependent, on many things. In
synthetic turf systems it is dependent upon the type of carpet and
infill, the presence or absence of a shock pad below the carpet, and
the type of base the carpet is laid on. Carpet fiber height and densi-
ty affect shock absorbency to a certain extent, but the amount and
type of infill material is more critical.

Infill materials are composed of either crumb rubber or a crumb
rubber: sand combination and shock absorbency goes up as the
amount of crumb rubber in the infill mix goes up. Placing a rubber
shock pad between the carpet backing and the base material can
greatly increase the shock absorbency of the system. These rubber
pads come in various thicknesses with a to-mm thickness being
common. A good shock pad can even allow for more sand in the infill
mix. without a reduction in shock absorbency. This sand can make for
a firmer and faster playing surface, which many athletes prefer.
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GMax ~ 111, Hie = 320 and SI = 358
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Figure 2. Gmax, Head Injury Criteria and Severity Index values for a :1.00%crumb rubber infill synthetic football field
with no shock pad below the carpet. Time is in milliseconds.

However, softer is only good to a certain extent. Too soft a surface
slows play and causes muscle fatigue. If the playing surtace is very
compressible then the player may actually strike the base (crushed
stone, asphalt or concrete) during the impact.

The hardness of natural turf playing systems is also dependent on
many things that most turf managers are familiar with. Turt variables
include the age and type of turf, turf density, amount of groundcover,
the mowing height and the presence of some thatch. Soil factors
include texture, moisture content, degree of compaction and whether
or not the soil is frozen. Synthetic turf manufacturers, based on mar-
keting literature, want their fields to play like a pristine natural turf
playing surface.

Assessing hardness: Gmax, Hie and SI
Impact severity has been studied for many years by automotive and
consumer product safety researchers. Of most concern is the poeei-
bility of a life threatening head and neck injury. These injuries have
been reiated to how quickly a human head decelerates during an
impact and the duration of that deceleration. Deceleration character-
istics of an impact tell us a lot about the hardness of the playing sur-
face. A harder surface results in an impact that has a very short but
very fast deceleration.

Deceleration trt.Zsec.ysec.j is the rate at which velocity (ft./sec.)
decreases. It is the opposite of acceleration (the rate at which velocity
is increasing). Deceleration can also be expressed as the ratio of decel-
eration to acceleration due to gravity, g. This ratio is called G. At some
point over the course of an impact there is a maximum rate of deceler-
ation. This translates into a maximum ratio of deceleration to accelere-
non. Gmax. Gmax is also called peak deceleration and is the value we
are most interested in when assessing the hardness of a playing field.

www.sportsturfmanager.org

THE GAME MUST GO ON.
An Airfield is the ultimate sports turf

drainage system whether you are
playing on natural or artificial turf_

Artificial Turf Benefits:
-oreme remar1<ably faster
-necucee installation time
-Reduces G-Max
-Eliminates rubber migration
-Eliminates standing water
-Strong enough for vehicles
-Selow entire playing surface
-Air void for heating and cooling
-Allows flushing and sanjjjzing
-Maintains level playing surface

Natural Turf Benefits:
-Drains remarkably faster
'Reduces instalialion time
-Reouces irrigation requirements
'Extends playing season
'Eliminates slanding waler
'Reduces maintenance costs
'Below enlire playing surface
-SlJperior perched waler table
-Greater root mB$l5

Fill in 114 (m reader ",rv;ce Formor visit http,f/oners.hotims.com!9133-114
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A Gmax ratio >200 is the threshold value that the American
Society of Testing and Materials (ASTM) has adopted. Surfaces caus-
ing this rate of deceleration or above during an impact may cause a
lite threatening head and neck injury. Bear in mind that in reality
there mayor may not be an injury, or that an impact on a softer sur-
face could cause one.

Another criterion that is sometimes used in assessing impact
severity is the Head Injury Criteria, Hie. This criterion is used a lot in
assessing the safety of playground equipment. It takes into account

GMAX CAN BE REDUCED THROUGH THE GROOMING OF
SYNTHETIC FIELDS. REPLACING INFILL MATERIALS IN

DIVOTS AND. FOR NATURAL TURF. RESEEDING.
AERIFICATION AND IRRIGATION.

the duration of the severest portion of the impact, as well as the
Gmax. The Hie was developed from the Gadd Severity Index (51)
which analyzes the G data over the entire duration of the impact.

Taking into account impact duration is important for head and
neck injuries, Two locations may have the same Gmax, but the field
having a shorter impact duration is harder, i.e., the impact energy is
returned to the head and neck more quickly. This results in a higher
Hie and 51 value. However, A5TM has adopted the nmex value in
determining the hardness of a playing field and not Hie and 81
because the latter two pertain specifically to head injury and give no
indication of how other body parts may be injured.

Peak deceleration, Gmax, is affected by surface hardness. A hard-
er surface causes a greater rate of deceleration. For example, if a
player struck a concrete surface they could decelerate (or reach zero
velocity) almost instantaneously. Compared to how fast they had
been accelerating, Gmax would easily exceed 200, If the player
struck a softer surface they would decelerate more slowly because
the surface would be compressing below them. However, the surface
doesn't compress indefinitely. It becomes stiffer as it is compressed.
As a result, the player begins to decelerate more rapidly until they
finally stop moving in the downward direction. This is the point of
Gmax. Table 1shows some examples of Gmax for different surfaces.

Gmax will usually increase with high use, compaction, infill segre-
gation, loss of thatch and groundcover, and soil dryness. Gmax can
be reduced through the grooming of synthetic fields, replacing infill
materials in divots and, for natural turf, reseeding, aerification and
irrigation.
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Figure 3. Illustration of drop sequence used during an
F 1936·98 test sequence.
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IT HAS BEEN SUGGESTED THAT A GMAX OF 150 TO
175 MAY BE MORE APPROPRIATE FOR F 1936-98

IF THE PLAYERS ARE HELMETLESS.

ASTM standard tests
A5TM has two standard test methods for measuring the shock-
absorbing ability of playing surfaces. The first is the primary method
used on synthetic surfaces. This procedure is A$TM F 1936-98
"Standard Specification for Shock-Absorbing Properties of North
American Football Field Playing Systems as Measured in the Field."
The second method is for use on natural turf and soil playing sur-
faces, It is ASTM F 1702-96, "Standard Test Method for Measuring
Shock-Attenuation Characteristics of Natural Playing Surface Systems
Using a Lightweight Portable Apparatus." The two methods have many
similarities, but the differences are important enough so that the
numerical results cannot be compared, or at least not at this time.

Both F 1936-98 and F 1702-96 use instruments called impact
testers. These testers indirectly measure the hardness of the playing
surtace by dropping a cylindrical weight, cailed a missile, down a
guide tube onto the surface. Peak deceleration of the missile as it
strikes the surface is measured Figure 1 shows a typical impact
tester used in each procedure.

The impact tester used for synthetic turf has a 20-pound missile
equipped with accelerometers. A computer captures the acceleration-
deceleration data for the entire impact. The 24-inch drop height came
from the automotive industry and the missile weight came from a
Northwestern University study of helmeted middle linebackers during
actual play. With modification this test method can be used on
wrestling mats, playgrounds, body padding, trampoline frame
padding, goalposts, shoulder pads and gymnasium walls. Figure 2
shows an impact curve for a 100% crumb rubber infill synthetic foot-
ball field with no shock pad,

The Clegg Impact Tester is an impact tester equipped with a mis-
sile of approximately 5 pounds and a bottom face of approximately 3
square inches. This missile is dropped from 18 inches. The Clegg
Impact Tester results in lower Gmax values than the F 355 tester and
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the numerical data obtained by each tester cannot be compared. The
F 355 missile is said to simulate a head striking the playing surface
while the 0 5874-02 missile has been described as an elbow striking
the surface. Researchers at Penn State are trying to correiate the two
methods to one another,

A very important difference between these two methods is that
ASTM uses the Gmax threshold of 200 for F 1936-98, but does not
have a threshold for F 1702-96. It has been suggested that a Gmax
of 150 to 175 may be more appropriate for F 1936-98 if the players
are helmetless. A Clegg reading of about 125 may be a reasonable
upper limit for natural turf fields according to some university
researchers and values from 60 to 95 are regarded as acceptable.

In the field
ASTM 1936-98 covers testing for Gmax on synthetic North American
football fields. In this procedure six test locations are tested for hard-
ness with the F 355 impact tester. These test locations are based on
known field wear points. The test locations are:

Point 1- Goal Line, End A, Center Field,
Point 2 - 10 Yard Line, End A, 1/4 the distance measured from

sideline C to center field,
Point 3 - 25 Yard Line, End A, 1/2 the distance measured from

sideline C to center field,
Point 4 - 50 Yard Line, Center Field,
Point 5 - 25 Yard Line, End S, 1/4 the distance measured from

sideline 0 to center field,
Point 6 - 12 Yard Line, End S, Center Field.

Three missile drops are performed at each test location with each
drop being three minutes apart. Gmax data from the first drop, the
"conditioning drop", is disregarded but Gmax data from the second
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and third drops are used to calculate an average Gmax for that test
location. This procedure is repeated for the other five test locations.
Figure 3 illustrates the procedure. If for some reason there is a need
for an additional drop at any test location then the test instrument
should be moved to a new spot within 36 inches of the required test
location. One additional test location is permitted on each field if an
area is found to differ from the overall general condition of the field.
Any location with an average Gmax >200 must be repaired or replaced.

"Hot spots" on the field can be identified and corrected. For the
field owner, routine hardness testing can insure that the field is per-
forming up to the manufacturer's claims. (The manufacturer's warran-

ty for Gmax may be considerably lower than 200). For the manufac-

turer, testing can insure that the owner is maintaining the field in an

appropriate and responsible manner.

Finally. while hardness-testing does not address all the safety con-

cerns of an athletic field, nor guarantee that an injury won't occur, it

F 1936-98 F 1702-96

Issue Date of Report.

Name of lab, company or individual issuing report.
Assumed to be reooned.!
Assumed to be reported.

Name and location of test site.

Detets) of site test.
Name and Location of test site.i

Daters) of site test.
Range of surface and air temperatures during test.

General weather conditions and overall weather influenced field conditions.
Full and complete desert ption of the surface system::C"CC"""dO,C,g"',C"c,,=y=eC,",C,=--tc,"yCpCeC,CcCdCdOeCCC,C",y:CoOfC,CeCge='C,="CpC,-,'="=d~dCe=pt"hCp=fC'"hC'=lc"hCiOfCpC,,=,CeC'=I-,S~P=iO,=le='=loC,Ce~
date of installation, and person providing this information. and moisture should be given.

Name and method of test version and procedure. f-:'"y,pe~'~'cdcmcPcdcecl:"ofinstr='CmCeC'C1c"C"c'c' -l
Drop height and velocity. Total missile mass.

Location of each test point. Location and type of surface (turf or soil).
List of the average cmax by test point and location. Average Gmax at each test location and average Gmax values for Similar

surface characteristics (optional).

Environmental conditions at the time of test including temperatures and humidity.

List surface temperature, % turf cover, and soil moisture at each test location.
Description of any site abnormalities that lead to an imprecise test point
location or deviation from location.

Conclusion: All test points met the requirement of <200 average Gmax
or all test points met this requirement except for the test points listed.

Note on report: "Test resuns reported herein reflect the conditions of the
tested field at the time testing and at the temperature{s) reported."

Note on report: "Numerical data with this test method will not be com-
parable to data obtained using a different missile mass or geometry, a
different drop height. or using a different method, for example, Test
Method F 355."

iNot specifically stated in procedure.

Reporting results
Table 2 shows the required field and environment information for

ASTM F 1936-98 and F 1702-96 reports. Optional information may

include Hie, SI, rebound velocity. time to Gmax, as well as other

impact characteristics.

The measurement of the shock absorbing properties of an athlet-

ic field should be an integral part of any maintenance program,

regardless of whether or not the field is synthetic or natural

Procedures have now been developed that simplify the procedure by

standardizing how the testing is to be performed. Routine testing can

help the field manager track changes in hardness and modify their

maintenance plan accordingly.
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is a very practical way to assess the impact injury risk of the field.

Hardness testing will provide you with very important information

about your investment. Written documentation concerning your fields'

hardness and your monitoring program couid be very valuabie in the

event of injury-related litigation No documentation could place you in

a "No-Win' situation.

Dr. Charles F. Mancino is manager of Synthetic Tw1Testing Services

and a consulting twfgrass agronomist with CLC LABS, Westerville, OH.
Dr. Charles H. Darrah is president and owner of CLC LABS. Deborah D.
Holdren is sports and golf tUf1grass research associate in the
Horticulture and Crop Science Department at The Ohio State University,
and Pamela J. soerrau is sports turf extension specialist for Ohio State,
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